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ANNUAL REPORT
President’s Message

Sue Downs

As the 2019/2020 President, I was delighted to lead an integral part of the community as it continues to
evolve and grow. The Simcoe and District Chamber of Commerce mission is to be the recognized voice of
business committed to the enhancement of economic prosperity in Simcoe and surrounding districts.
We work to participate in the development of public policy which supports economic development, promote business excellence in and through private enterprises, provide leadership to our constituents
through action on their behalf and by seeking feedback and, we focus on strengthening the Chamber
through increasing its membership and resource base.

We have an excellent team at the Chamber, lead by General Manager, Linda Branderhorst. Under her
leadership, and with the hard work and dedication of Marketing and Administrative Coordinator, Mirjana Vucic, the membership base grew by 10%, the majority of these new businesses being new entrepreneurs keen to get to know and network with
other businesses. The team also includes a Board of Directors, who bring such valuable experience and knowledge to the table
and their commitment to seeing businesses in our community thrive is commendable.

This past year we have all had to deal with challenges unprecedented in our lifetime. The COVID-19 Pandemic has changed all
of our lives in ways that were unimaginable a very short time ago. The social and economic impact of dealing with this public
health emergency has been significant for each one of us, and continues to change the way we live. The Chamber’s value to
the community came into question and it was clear that a business support group was more vital than ever. The national and
provincial Chamber networks worked tirelessly with federal and provincial governments to bring programs and supports to
business and our Chamber was involved in each one of those calls to raise concerns expressed by our membership and others
in the community. More importantly, as the Chambers advocated on behalf of their members, disseminating these supports
to you was a priority and continues to be.

In our community, some businesses had no choice but to shut down and shutter operations as the Government took measures
to stem the COVID-19 outbreak and our heart goes out to those businesses. I see a light at the end of this tunnel and am optimistic that business in Simcoe and area will rebound stronger than ever. Looking back, there are also many moments when
I’ve seen businesses and our community shine. Businesses became very innovative and developed creative solutions to stay
open. Businesses pivoted the way they operate and their product base, so that they could help other businesses stay open by
providing PPE locally, as an example. Our hospitality industry stepped up by offering unique solutions and curbside pickup and
many of our small business have now gone digital. On behalf of the Board, I’d like to express our gratitude to our frontline
and essential workers who have worked and continue to work tirelessly over the course of this pandemic. Your passion,
strength and your stamina are inspiring.

Never before has the importance of what we do and how we do it been more critical. This applies to all business. For the
Chamber the pandemic has resulted in a decline in membership and as a fundraising organization to support business, the cancellation of or revamping our events. This has been difficult for the Chamber who, like you, have overhead and staffing costs
to meet. Let the Chamber know of your concerns and roadblocks that you might be experiencing so those can be brought
forward and addressed. And while we can’t gather and socialize at Business After 5 events or share expertise at in-person
information sessions, the Chamber’s new website and opportunities to promote your businesses in a more substantial way are
a service the Chamber is happy to provide. We’re excited about the plans for the upcoming year to provide our members
with opportunities to talk about their services in an online platform and to continue to recognize businesses that make an impact through our annual Outstanding Business Achievement Awards program.
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Simcoe & District Chamber of Commerce

General Manager’s Report

Linda Branderhorst

The 2019/2020 year started like any other with grand plans to reach out and collaborate with our members to provide greater valued-added services, recruit new members, grow our event portfolio and increase our revenue base. With a focus on bringing in a balanced budget and new opportunities to connect businesses and people together , the outlook was very positive and the 2019/2020 year started with optimism in
our Argyle Street office —happy to be immersed in the core. Membership was on the
rise with reduced rates for new entrepreneurs, more understanding of and structure to
the Chamber’s affinity programs offered through the Canadian and Ontario Chambers
of Commerce and working with a knowledgeable and supportive Board of Directors,
opportunities were limitless. Wonderful conversations were taking place at the Board
table, sharing ideas on how the Chamber can strengthen its voice, forming partnerships with all of Norfolk County
Chambers of Commerce and Boards of Trade, brainstorming ideas on how to engage members, recruitment strategies,
educational offerings to support business and, how to rebuild and grow the Chamber , a long standing institution in
this area— since 1888 in fact.

The Chamber’s fiscal year runs from September—August, so we had several very productive months before we started
to hear the rumblings of COVID-19. Who would have imagined that this is where we would find ourselves. Working
Mirjana’s Report
from home, endless Zoom calls, home schooling, strategizing regular activities like going to the grocery store and suddenly unable to hug and be close to those we love. Seeing families lose income and the uncertainty of how they
would put food on the table has been tough and hearing the struggle of business owners who had no choice but to
close their doors or lay off staff , has been worrisome and very difficult to say the least.

In every crisis however, its always remarkable to see how our community joins the call to action. Our frontline and essential service workers have been amazing! We’re watching businesses pivot to help meet demands for PPE, we’re
seeing such an overwhelming call for support for those much less fortunate and the responses to those in crisis in this
community has been overwhelming. The Chamber has been fortunate to be part of the Canadian Business Resiliency
Network and receive firsthand access to many of the government support programs and grant opportunities to help
business keep their doors open, to change the way they do business like the Digital Mainstreet Tool and to market
#ShopLocal initiatives. The Chamber is grateful for government support through the Canada Emergency Business Account, the Canada Emergency Wage Subsidy Program and the Commercial Rent Relief Program—programs that helped
us continue our support for business. Without the capacity to host our annual fundraising events, these supports are
helping us to get through with minimal impact on staffing. We know that many of you are taking advantage of the various programs and we encourage you to continue to do that. Keep checking our website, scanning through our bulletins and calling us to learn more about supports.

I am most grateful for the ongoing support of our members and the generosity of our Corporate sponsors: Libro, First
Ontario, Millards and Brimage Law. I believe that membership and sponsorship of your local Chamber represents your
support of the business community as a whole. That you support the idea that a business network where everyone is
working together and encouraging each other’s success is a privilege and is a responsibility of doing business in a community.
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A message from the Ontario Chamber of Commerce

2020 has been a year like no other for all of us. For me, it has truly demonstrated what
the Chamber Network is made of. We’ve shown our members and our communities
how indispensable we are. Our collective influence and active collaboration are bringing
practical value, resources and supports at a time when our members need these most.

Some successes from the past year:

 In 2020, we welcomed 6 new chamber/board of trade members to the OCC Chamber Network, collectively repre-

senting 882 businesses, and growing our Chamber Network for a second straight year.
 Throughout the period of the pandemic, the OCC has worked closely with our Chamber Network partners to defend

the interests of our members. From advocating for an early increase in the Canada Emergency Wage Subsidy, to
overhauling the Canada Emergency Rent Subsidy program, our team has been on top of the issues.


The OCC’s efforts to advance the Chamber Network’s advocacy agenda at Queen’s Park resulted in progress in areas such as regulatory burden, public sector procurement, support for the tourism sector, skills training, reducing
electricity rates and business education taxes, among others. See all of our recent advocacy wins here.

 We introduced two new affinity programs for your members: BarterPay Canada and Responsible Cannabis Use

(RCU). A third program with Meridian Credit Union is scheduled to launch in January 2021. Additional programs
are also under consideration.
 Throughout the year, several chambers have benefited from individual and group consultations in areas such as

corporate governance, membership development, online marketing, chamber accreditation, and other matters
critical to your success.
 We introduced the Talent Opportunities Program (TOP), providing eligible businesses with a wage subsidy of up to

75 per cent (up to a maximum of $7,500) to hire a post-secondary student.
 Together with RBC, the federal government, and more than 70 top brands, we worked with you to “show local

some love”, encouraging Canadians to frequent small businesses and providing millions of dollars in financial support at a time when they need it most!

The Chamber Network is stronger because of the support and active engagement of the Simcoe & District Chamber of
Commerce as a member of the OCC. Our team proudly supports your unique needs and important role as the indispensable partner of business in your community!

Trevor McPherson
Vice President, Member Services
Ontario Chamber of Commerce
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Wanda Heimbecker

Alan Duthie, Sue Downs, Gail Bouw, Kandy Webb and Wanda Heimbecker (Chair)

As a not-for-profit organization, our by-laws communicate our management rules to direct our corporation’s internal business, such as election of directors, officer duties, member rights and how to
call meetings as stated under section 18 of the Not-for-Profit Corporations Act (ONCA).
The Chamber governance documents have not been reviewed since October of 2005 so this review
was timely. Amendments represent grammatical corrections, and the elimination of duplicate obsolete phases while offering greater clarity to leadership roles. Additions illustrate current business
practices; clarify better decision making models, identify a shift in time restrictions to improve
member engagement, while
acknowledging future growth objectives.

The Simcoe and District Chamber of Commerce, Board of Directors Policy and Procedures Manual was also completed
in October 2020. As a guiding resource for new and current board members and our management staff, stability and
clarity is reinforced. The result, productivity is accelerated and synergies unite as core values are shared by all.
A special acknowledgement to recognize each board of director committee member and our SDCC general manager.
This well-equipped group representing 50+ years of corporate and municipal management leadership, invested significant time while lending their expertise to strengthen our current position and future.

Promotions and Events Committee

Alison Muir

Sue Downs, Catherine Akins, Mandie Marques, Carol Greentree and Alison Muir (Chair)

The events hosted by the Simcoe and District Chamber of Commerce give our members a sense of
belonging. An opportunity to see each other outside of work, a chance to get to know others in
business in the community and hopefully make some sales connections. We had the good fortune in fall and winter 2019, to host Business After 5 events at Florian Clinic & Day Spa and Rosewood Senior Living with wonderful attendance and the chance to raise support for their charities
of choice. The Chamber’s annual Awards event was a resounding success in 2019 with a full
house to celebrate the achievements of some of the outstanding businesses in Norfolk and
Springarama went off without a hitch but ,it was around this time, the news had started to send
warnings of a potentially deadly virus. Around the world, festivals, conferences, tradeshows and
community celebrations were cancelled or postponed due to the spread of COVID-19.
The Promotions and Events Committee quickly decided to delay all events planned through to September, 2020. The
Annual State of the County Address , several Business After 5 events and the annual golf tournament, some of these
revenue streams for the Chamber were postponed with the safety of our members and the community a priority.
The Committee continued to meet virtually over the remainder of the 2019/2020 year to talk about how to best reach
out and provide our members with value-added service. To this end, we are grateful to our partners at the Canadian
and the Ontario Chambers of Commerce respectively, for their voice at all levels of government and for stepping up to
offer Chamber members across Canada webinars and conferences almost daily and with access to the various governments programs and supports to help keep our businesses open. Virtual events may be the new norm for a while, and
we are working to bring some fabulous opportunities to you.
I’d like to thank the committee members for contributing their time and creative minds to the Promotion and Event
Committee. We’re working hard to bring some exciting initiatives to you when it is safe to do so and in the meantime,
we wish you all good health and the best as we head into 2021. Join us virtually when you can and we look forward to
the chance to see all of you in person again soon.
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Advocacy and Economic Development Committee

Gail Bouw /Kirby Shieck

Renee VanKooten, Nick Kokkoros, Gail Bouw (Co-Chair) and Kirby Shieck (Co-Chair)

In 2019/2020 the Chamber made great strides toward reaching it’s vision of being the voice for business in Simcoe and
district. Through its affiliation with the Canadian and Ontario Chambers of Commerce and harnessing the strength in
their relationships with the federal and provincial governments, the Canadian Business Resiliency Network was born
giving Chambers across the country the opportunity to provide input into government programs to assist and support
business during the pandemic and, to bring keynote speakers and conversations to you.
This past year also saw the Simcoe and District Chamber of Commerce becoming more involved than we have in the
past few years in local initiatives. We supported Help NorFarms, a Delhi Chamber of Commerce and Wilkinson’s Independent Grocers joint initiatives to assist our local farmers get food into the hands of their migrant workers. We
worked closely with area Chambers and local groups to form the Norfolk Business Network to discuss issues of common concern such as the empty storefront problem in our respective downtowns and strategies to revitalize our economies. Projects of mutual interest are underway with all of the Norfolk County Chambers and the Port Dover Board of
Trade to bolster our respective economies and we have established a good working relationship with Norfolk County
council with an agreement to work together to develop solutions to help businesses rebound. Our Board members are
represented on many committees throughout the community and their spirit of volunteerism is alive and well.
Moving through 2021, we urge our members to let us know what your business priorities are and allow us to lend our
voice to matters that affect your business. We are all in this pandemic together and the resources and expertise available to each of us through each other is pretty amazing. Let us connect you with local experts, programs and resources or perhaps, you have something that would benefit your fellow members. Let us help you get the word out
there.
Our Chamber is a non-partisan advocacy group and together with our partners, we strive to assist businesses in tackling the most pressing policy issues that you face and advocate for solutions with the goals of attracting new business
and families to this area to stimulate the economy and prosperity of all. It has been a pleasure to serve the business
community and we look forward to reflecting back on this time and raising a cheer to survival.

A snapshot of our social media platforms:
We have 1,427 Twitter followers. Our total number of
Twitter impressions was 314.5 thousand. Impressions
are the total tally of all the times a Tweet has been seen.
Facebook followers increased from 411 to 567, an increase of 38%. Our post reach* increased 138%, with
almost 46,000 individuals accounts.
Instagram was a new account we added in March of
2020. As of August 31, 2020, it had 363 followers.
In Constant Contact, we sent out 159 emails. Our open
rate is 45% compared to the industry average of 16%. A
total number of 23,471 were opened during the course of
the year.

Our Twitter account is the oldest account,
established in 2011.

Mirjana Vucic, Marketing
and Administrative Coordinator—Keeping You Connected!

